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Note from our designer

OUT OF THE DARKNESS & INTO THE LIGHT 

As I sit to write this, I cannot decide if I think time is passing us by, or if we are kind of 
on a repeat loop. What I can say is that I, like everyone else, am ready to turn the page 

on 2020. I am ready for brighter days. When I designed this collection, nobody knew 
about Corona, it was not even a blip on our radar. So, I had summer, beaches, light and 

water on my mind. All those months ago, my plan was to design something that would tie 
together summers past, with the one to come. Now, I hope that by the time summer rolls 

around, we will all be able to walk out of this darkness and into the light.

Amy Behn



BED LINEN

SALEM

Salem is our classic bed linen fabric in a new bronze, navy and oyster stripe. This is the kind of stripe that works for 
lots of bedrooms. Mixed with the new Auburn coverlet and pillows, it is smashing!

Available in duvet cover, pillow case and pillow sham

Colour: Stripe 

100% linen – washed finish
200 g/m2

MADISON

This is a very exciting introduction for us! A pure linen, solid collection in a slightly denser fabric than our Santiago. 
Classic with a great washed finish and available in trendy colours white, dijon, cinnamon and navy.

Available in duvet cover, flatsheet, fitted sheet, pillow case and pillow sham

Colours: Cinnamon, Dijon, Navy and White

100% linen – washed finish
175 g/m2

ACCESSORIES

AUBURN

After many, many requests, we finally have a new coverlet! It is inspired by The Belgian Towels; similar construction, 
but slightly heavier. The coverlet is seamed down the center, and fringed at the top and bottom, the sides are not 
hemmed but finished with the selvage. The design is simple, navy and bronze stripes sitting on an ecru ground.

Available in coverlet (260x240cm) and pillow cover (63x63cm)

Colour: Stripe 

100% linen - washed finish
460 g/m2
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ACCESSORIES

THE BELGIAN TOWEL - PILLOW - POUCH

A new summery The Belgian Towel, Pillow and Pouch is always an exciting introduction! This one will work beautifully 
on its own and mixed with past collections! The various stripes in bronze, navy, mustard and old rose are sitting on 
an ecru ground.

Available in 
The Belgian Towel as fouta (110x180cm), guest towel (55x65cm) and small fouta (35x50cm)
The Belgian Pillow as pillow cover (50x50cm)
The Belgian Pouch as pouch (23x16cm)

Colour: Harlan stripe 

100% linen – washed finish
335 g/m2

HAYDEN

This collection is “sturdy meets design” in one great story. The ground fabric is a very tightly woven, stonewashed 
linen, finished with a gorgeous new multi-coloured, heavy-duty linen trim. Fantastic!

Available in floor cushion (70x70x7cm) and pillow cover (40x80cm, 50x50cm, 63x63cm)

Colour: Petrol

100% linen – stonewashed finish
520 g/m2

ELLIS

This collection has summer written all over it! It’s all about the fantastic new linen trim which is a statement in and of 
itself. The ground fabric is a pure linen and tightly woven, ambre colour, and the heavy-duty trim is a navy, old rose 
and ecru stripe. It’s lined with a pure linen, navy, ecru mini stripe.

Available in shouldersac, cross body, cosmetic bag and pouch

Colour: Ambre

100% linen – stonewashed finish
520 g/m2
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TABLE LINEN

OLYMPIA

This is our classic striped table linen collection, in a grounded but summery design. It’s an all-over stripe in navy, old 
rose, mustard and white sand sitting on a Nairobi-bronze ground. 

Available in tablecloth, napkin and guest towel

Colour: Stripe

100% linen
225 g/m2

VIRGINIA

The lovely Virginia. This napkin is a little bit of a rock star all on her own. She looks beautiful with the Olympia 
tablecloth, and can be greatly mixed with the Olympia napkins. There are two different colourful stripes in mustard, 
navy and old rose sitting on the Nairobi-bronze ground.

Available in napkin (40x40cm)

Colour: Stripe

100% linen – washed finish
90 g/m2


